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Supposing that any human group was ever nourished by animal products alone, or supposing 
that this same group periodically split up solely for this purpose (which remains to be shown),  
or even supposing, in this fiction, that significant traces of such an action were preserved, the 
archaeologist would still need to understand them. On the contrary, fervent imaginations on a 
perpetual quest for such arguments have constantly run up against inverse scenarios, in which  
no nutritional reason can justify the power of human concepts over the natural environment. 
Despite persistent obstinacy, the categorization of a space by a human society is never defined by 
the search for prey alone, as if this form of nourishment was never just a consequence, rather 
than the cause, for the nets drawn by a human group over its environment. 

The cyclical movements of nomadic peoples depend more on the relationship they maintain 
with the Universe than on an anxious quest for the food that the Universe can offer. These food 
resources, which provide calories that allow the human species to be maintained, are found  
everywhere in fact, because they result from an intimate and profound interaction between living 
beings.

In other words, human displacements arise from spiritual values that are much more complex 
than the search for food alone: they result from the choices made among the thousands of possi-
bilities offered by an environment at any given moment. The motivations for these choices are 
rooted in a collective mindset that is maintained by tradition and practice, and is itself a reference 
to a mythical law. Better to die than to deny this law, as the plethora of existing religious taboos 
remind us every day. This “spiritual coherence” imbues Anthropology with a heart, without which 
it would consist of no more than chaotic and absurd litanies. We have trouble understanding, for 
example, why the inhabitants of Tierra del Fuego and the Inuits chose to live such an uncomfort-
able lifestyle, which certainly cannot be explained from a scholarly “nutritionist” point of view. 
Such simplistic ideas can result only from a lack of instruction concerning the relationship 
between nutrition and choice of habitat. Seeing these inhabitable regions as natural refuges for 
starving hunters is the consequence of a poor education that reduces extremely complex human 
phenomena, such as the French Revolution of 1789, the discovery of America, or the rise of 
Nazism, to simplistic schemees.
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Let us nonetheless pretend to be a prehistorian in unusual situations. The Yafteh rock shelter 
(Lurestan, Iran) was once filled to the top with the remains of goats hunted by Aurignacians  
between 40 and 30 thousand years ago1. Its location at the foot of a mountain corresponds 
perfectly with the idea of specialized hunting (a “hunting camp”) by archers, pitting fleeting 
victims against light weapons2. The pointed bladelets recovered from superimposed hearths 
evoke mouth-watering barbeques. The top of the deposit is truncated by Protohistoric goat 
(the “real ones”) paddocking zones; the bottom has not yet been reached but we can sense the 
Mousterian coming on. A typology lover, and there are many, would observe a subtle point: at the 
base, the points are straight (Arjeneh points, similar to the El Wad points of the Ahmarian), while 
at the top, carinated pieces abound (characteristic of the Zagros Aurignacian, or Baradostian). 
And here we have the “cultural” element: the central point of an Aurignacian in full expansion 
towards the Levant and Ukraine (Otte et al., 2007; Otte, Kozlowski, 2009; Shidrang, 2007).

The Mousterian link seems evident because the earlier industries, called “Zagros Mousterian” 
(such as they are known at Warwasi), are also oriented toward the production of bladelets in order 
to reduce procurement costs. Since no textbooks were yet available, the evolution of industries 
continued in the direction of light weapons projected with a bow and adapted to small prey 
(goats), illustrated by the points sought by the authors of the Ahmarian (such as those present at 
the base of the Aurignacian sequence at Yafteh). Spearheads and other bone tools did not appear 
until later, like in the west (Bon, 2002). The devices then passed from the taut bow to the rotating 
spearthrower, while maintaining the same relationship with animals, meaning leaving them little 
chance. Whether this domination was conceived in advance or constituted an “historic” phenom-
enon takes nothing away from its direct effect on the prey: Man became the master. In this sense, 
our humble Yafteh rock shelter can be seen as a step along a Via Crucis: the actors, always more 
daring, regardless of their degree of confession, played the role until the outer limits of Europe, 
on a path marked off by Mesmaiskaya (Golovanova et al., 2006), Siuren (Demidenko, Otte, 2000-
2001) and Kozarnika (Tsanova, 2006). The radical metamorphosis illustrated by Yafteh lead to 
what we call “Modern Man” (in Europe) because from this time on this human liberated himself 
from his subservience to natural hazards: he transformed them and created them3. This transfor-
mation occurred everywhere on earth, even if our textbooks have accustomed us to envisioning 
only this small corner of Eurasia where this human seems to have leaped forward with no past. 
This new relationship with animals also reaches into the symbolic realm because humans 
suspended and perforated their canines, like ancestral markers. Shells were brought from long 
distances (the Persian Gulf) for the same purpose. And the most curious thing, when excavating, 
is the glimmering colors of ochre and hematite pieces, and shiny, decorated flints. A style that 
continues to please in this “hunting camp”. Modeled fragments of baked clay, perhaps pieces of 
figurines or pendants, add to this mystery.

1. Let us continue to be charitable toward the reader who continues to pretend to be a prehistorian: in the text that 
follows, industries that could have formerly been distinguished under several terms are grouped under the generic 
term, Aurignacian,: the industries at the base of the Yafteh sequence resemble those of the Ahmarian (itself similar 
to the Protoaurignacian), while those at the top correspond to the Zagros Aurignacian. The term Baradostian, which 
was formerly employed in the Iranian context to designate all of these industries (Otte, Kozlowski, 2004), is now 
limited to the Zagros Aurignacian.

2. This proposition concerning the use of bows follows propositions made by several colleagues for the Gravettian or 
Solutrean (Geneste, Plisson, 1986; Soriano, 1998; Hays, Surmely, 2005), according to which narrow points that were 
probably hafted apically (cf. Arjeneh points) are more likely to correspond to arrow armatures than to spear armatures.

3. A remark in passing: while the first lines of this text argued for the imminence of human spirituality since its most 
distant origins, this profound movement is nonetheless punctuated by decisive moments, such as this one.
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The preliminary study of the fauna realized by Marjan Mashkour (Mashkour et al., 2009) shows 
the extreme dominance of goats, nothing but goats, all smashed and charred – no ritual treatment 
for these insignificant Caprids. But we can wonder if such a high density of a “prey animal” would 
not attract others, somewhate like the model of paddocking in Arabia, where animals were 
grouped together, tamed, sheared and finally ritually killed, as is illustrated by the constant age  
at death of animals at Yafteh.

The success of these humans armed with ballistic weapons both ensured their supremacy over 
the animal world and encouraged their geographic expansion. This power borders on divinity, 
and thus the transformation of myth into religious faith, because Man now appears in the form of 
a God.

The mastery of bone materials also illustrates this subordination, in the use of projected spear 
points, for example. Here, the re-interpretation of mechanical laws (centrifugal force) accentu-
ated this feeling of power, but this time shared with the large prey animals living in herds: horse, 
reindeer, aurochs. A sort of solidarity associated the different lifeways, which still exist, in which 
an animal can be alternately ridden, raised and killed, with respect for the collective equilibrium 
between these communities4.

The lifespans of these lifeways in Central Asia seem extraordinary: around twenty thousand 
years at the site of Yafteh alone, as at numerous other occupations across Iran. This is where the 
foundations of the Aurignacian are the most clear, the longest and the most constant: no other 
entity came to separate them from the local Mousterian, such that continuity is perceptible in 
both demography and technology. Inevitably, these lifeways in perfect symbiosis with the steppe 
environment show few spectacular modifications, at least for those related to technology, whose 
variations appear to be contemporary and functional.

The story was probably completely different in the realm of myths, ritual practices and spiritual 
adventures. On this basis alone, the territorial conquests can be explained since in all other 
domains, from prey to demography, there was a reigning equilibrium. The progressive displace-
ments of habitats that appeared late in western Eurasia are only one example among many, 
which the history of sciences alone raised to the rank of a major event, while the phenomenon is 
maintained at the heart of this original space until the border of written history.

Marcel OTTE
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Université de Liège
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4. While we can no longer speak of domestication to describe the relationship now established between humans and 
animals, all the ideological ingredients of this other profound movement were put into place.
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